BIOSTATISTICS
http://www.uvm.edu/~cem/mathstat/

OVERVIEW
The program offers a concentration in biostatistics leading to the M.S. degree.

Emphasis is placed on learning how to design studies and perform data analysis as the statistician in a research team. The curriculum takes full advantage of courses taught in the Statistics Program and includes potential experience in a variety of health, biomedical, natural resource and other research projects in the College of Medicine or other departments of UVM. This experience is designed to provide candidates with opportunities to use their academic training and work experience in defining research problems, formulating rational methods of inquiry, and gathering, analyzing, and interpreting data.

The program has close ties with the College of Medicine’s Department of Medical Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, whose research activities cover the full range of studies that take place within an academic medicine environment. These include population-based health surveys of various types and evaluations of health promotion programs and professional education activities, such as community intervention studies to prevent smoking and to promote breast cancer screening. They also include clinical studies of many different interventions, bioengineering experiment design and measurement studies, statistical genetics, as well as data from other preclinical, clinical, and epidemiological studies.

Opportunities are also available for biostatistical research related to problems in agriculture and the life sciences, as well as natural resources and the environment. Opportunities could include multivariate or spatial data analyses for ongoing wildlife and water quality studies, for example. Students can gain research and consulting experience through the research requirement: a research project (STAT 381) or a thesis (STAT 391). Other opportunities for experience may arise through involvement in the Statistical Consulting Clinic (STAT 385). (See also Statistics Program and Statistical Consulting Clinic descriptions.)

Courses
BIOS 390. Internship. 1-18 Credits.
On-site supervised work experience combined with a structured academic learning plan directed by a faculty member or a faculty-staff team in which a faculty member is the instructor of record, for which academic credit is awarded. Offered at department discretion.

BIOS 391. Master’s Thesis Research. 1-12 Credits.
Credit as arranged.

BIOS 392. Independent Study. 1-18 Credits.
A course which is tailored to fit the interests of a specific student, which occurs outside the traditional classroom/laboratory setting under the supervision of a faculty member, for which credit is awarded. Offered at department discretion.

BIOS 394. Independent Graduate Research. 1-18 Credits.
Graduate student work on individual or small team projects under the supervision of a faculty member, for which credit is awarded. Offered at department discretion.

BIOS 395. Advanced Special Topics. 1-18 Credits.
See Schedule of Courses for specific titles.

DEGREES
- Biostatistics AMP (http://catalogue.uvm.edu/graduate/biostatistics/biostatisticsamp/)
- Biostatistics M.S. (http://catalogue.uvm.edu/graduate/biostatistics/biostatisticsms/)

FACULTY
Bagrow, James; Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, Clarkson University
Buzas, Jeff Sándor; Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, North Carolina State University Raleigh

Callas, Peter W.; Director of Biostatistics Core, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, University of Massachusetts Amherst
Cole, Bernard; Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, Boston University
Jefferys, William; Adjunct Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, Yale University
Single, Richard M.; Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics; PHD, SUNY Stony Brook